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STEER YOUR WAY TO CLEANER FLOORS
The easiest-to-drive compact disc scrubber on the market.

PROFESSIONAL | BD 38/12 C BP
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Think of the BD 38/12 as a 15 inch disc version of the popular BR 35/12. The design allows for the easiest driving of a walk-behind disk 

scrubber on the market. The squeegee follows behind the disc to ensure 100% solution pickup even through the corners.

Steer your way to cleaner floors.

Steerable, innovative disc scrubber

 Extremely agile for efficient cleaning of small and very furnished areas.

 Easy to use—scrub right up to the wall

Real world practicality

 Quick charging lithium-ion battery has a longer lifetime than normal 

batteries.

 Very compact, light and easy to transport and roll over steps.

Ready for day time cleaning

 Application also in noise sensitive areas possible due of significantly 

reduced noise level.
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Technical specifications and order numbers.

ACCESSORIES
Order No. Item Description

 6.907-151.0 Disc brush, red

 6.654-294.0 Lithium-ion battery, 21 Ah

 6.907-150.0 Pad driver plate

 4.037-059.0 Squeegee blades, made from transparent and oil-resistant polyurethane, includes front and rear blade

 6.369-003.0 Red disc pads, set of 5

 6.369-002.0 Green disc pads, medium soft, green, set of 5

 6.369-001.0 Black disc pads, hard, set of 5

 6.905-060.0 Disc microfiber pad, for daily cleaning of delicate surfaces including LVT and stone tile, set of 5

  Included   Optional

EQUIPMENT
Order No. Item Description

1.783-431.0 BD 38/12 C, compact scrubber with fifteen inch disc brush

BD 38/12 C BP
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Cleaning path/width in 15

Brush type clyindrical/disc/pad disc

Brush quantity units 1

Brush diameter in 15

Suction bar (squeegee) width in 16

Drive pad-assist/traction brush-assist

Solution/recovery capacity gal 3.2/3.2

Theoretical/practical productivity sq. ft/hr 16,360/12,270

Operating noise level - std/Eco! mode dBA 65/62

Battery charger shelf/on-board on-board

Battery runtime - std/Eco! mode min 60/120

Battery charging time hrs 2-3

Battery lifetime-est charging cycles x thousands 3

Brush contact pressure lbs 35-46

Brush speed rpm 180/150

Vac motor rating watts 280

Vac motor suction cfm 42

Waterlift in of water 32

Weight with batteries lbs 79

Dimensions (LxWxH) in 37 x 30 x 51
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Please contact us for more information:

North America

4555 Airport Way 
Denver, CO 80239 U.S.A.

Phone +1 800 444-7654  
Fax  +1 866 271-0520
 
www.karcher.com/us
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